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ICE LED LIGHT 



”luceat lux vestra”  



 

ICE LED LIGHT 

Taylor made and adapted to fit perfectly in projects with high demands 
 
Straight, radial or angled segments. Most geometrical forms are possible with 
our luminaires 
 
Lisol ICE LED LIGHT is our series of exciting architectual lighting for both indoor and 
outdoor environments.  
 
Thanks to our long experience and proven technology, we can manufacture lumi-
naires that provide excellent light distribution and luminance, which is reflected in a 
bright but evenly illuminated surface, whether or not it is edge lit or back lit.  
 
The method result in extremely small transmission losses which make the products 
energy efficient and ensure a very long service life. 
 
In addition, our method means that the luminaires are completely solid, without any 
cavities where condensation problems can occur. This also makes them very durable 
and particularly suitable for use in environments where maintenance is costly. 



PRODUCTS 

Line V25 

IP68 connectors 

Architectual lighting series with even light distribution designed for public 
spaces with recuirements for durability and quality materials. Mounted in 
ground casette with plenty of installation space hidden below the luminaires 
for wiring and connectors. 
 
Solid construction and surfaces and housing in stainless steel EN 1 and self 
extinguishing polycarbonate. 25 mm luminaire width. 
 
Available in monochrome LED, Tunable white LED and RGB LED  
24 VDC 



PRODUCTS 

IP68 quick connectors 

Line V25 standard lengths: 
 
230 mm  1030 mm 
330 mm  1130 mm 
430 mm  1230 mm 
530 mm  1330 mm 
630 mm  1430 mm 
730 mm  1530 mm 
830 mm  1630 mm 
930 mm  1730 mm 
   1830 mm 
   1930 mm 

IP67 

 Stainless steel EN 1.4404 

 Surface layer made of polycarbonate, hardened glass 

or chemically strengthened glass 

 Manufactured in Sweden 

 Corner and radius segments manufactured on request 

 

Line V25 



PROJECTS 

The thin yellow line. We where honored with 
the task to solve this lighting element in the 
new veteran monument in Malmö. 
Line V25 recessed in ground cassette and color 
matched filter to get the yellow color just right, 
both lit and unlit.  
 
 
 
Products in this project: 
 
4 pcs Line V25FL-S-4000 1980 mm/segment 
4 pcs Ground cassette 
4 pcs IP68 4-way connector 
1 pcs custom 24V driver in IP68 housing 

VETERANMONUMENT, MALMÖ, SWEDEN 



PROJECTS 

Line V25 recessed in ground cassette make out 
a continuous halo ring around this roundabout. 
Warm white light is cast up on the granite wall 
for a secondary illumination effect.  
 
 
 
Products in this project: 
 
25 pcs Line V25FL-R-4000 1660 mm/segment 
25 pcs Ground cassette 
25 pcs IP68 4-way connector 
1 pcs custom 24V driver in IP68 housing 

TRIANGELEN SKANÖR, VELLINGE 



PROJECTS 

We are proud to have designed, manufactured 
and delivered the effect lighting that adorns 
Railway Square in Hässleholm. Lisol ice Line, 
recessed in a ground cassette with corner seg-
ments in radius giving the impression of 
glowing miniature railway tracks in the cobbled 
square surface.  
 
 
 
Products in this project: 
 
A combination of Line V25FL-S-4000 in different 
lengths combined with Line V25FL-R-4000 
rounded corner segments mounted in  
ground cassettes. 
 

JÄRNVÄGSTORGET, HÄSSLEHOLM 



PROJECTS 

The fixtures we have delivered to Hjälmarekajen 
adorns one side of the site cast concrete blocks 
in which a mounting cassette was in place during 
casting. 
This is a tough environment for light fixtures, but 
we are confident that our product will work and 
spread its light for decades before exchange is 
needed.  
 
 
 
Products in this project: 
 
Line V16PL in different segment lengths. 
Recession cassette casted in concrete. 
IP68 2-way connector 
1 pcs custom 24V driver in IP68 housing 

HJÄLMAREKAJEN, MALMÖ 



PROJECTS 

A challenging project where our Lisol ice line 
fitted directly into the granite blocks that line the 
canal which now adorn parts of Borås center. The 
fitting of the fixtures is completely hidden from 
the front.  
 
 
 
Products in this project: 
 
Custom Line V25PL-S-4000 and V25PL-A-4000 
inner corner segments 
IP68 4-way connectors 
custom 24V driver in IP68 housing 

VÄSTERLÅNGGATAN, BORÅS 



We welcome challenges 



www.lisol.se 
    Box 31       SE-518 21 Sandared, Sweden 
    Phone: +46 (0)33 - 13 22 70   exit@lisol.se 
          

Lisol has developed and manufactured luminaires with LED light 
sources since 1993. Always with extremely low energy consump on 
and long life in focus. We are par cularly good at achieving  
completely evenly illuminated surfaces regardless of whether they 
should be used to illuminate informa on, signal or for architectural 
purposes in effect ligh ng. With our own development and  
manufacturing in Sweden, we can meet both requirements for short 
delivery mes from our stock of standard luminaires and requests 
for special customiza ons  


